Ukraine War: Neo-Nazism, Racism, ultra-nationalism, USWestern European NATO Expansion vs. Russian ResistanceExpansion
On February 24, 2022, Russia invaded Ukraine. Russia says the operation is aimed at blocking the
expansion of NATO, a military alliance between the United States and Western Europe, as well as the
overthrow of anti-Russian neo-Nazi extremists in Ukraine. To this end, Russia has been mobilizing troops
on the Donbas border in eastern Ukraine since April 2021. At the end of 2021, this army gathering became
huge. In February 2022, Russian forces made huge gathering in Belarus in the north, Donbas in the east,
and Crimea in the south. Then on February 24, they entered Ukraine from those three sides.
In 2014, anti-Russia western collaborator neo-Nazi extremists seized control of Ukraine. The neo-Nazis
started genocide on all minorities, races and strata, including the Russians. As a result, the Russianspeaking people in eastern Ukraine began an armed national struggle. Russian-speaking Crimea declares
independence and joins Russia.
The decision of the anti-Russian far-right government of Ukraine to join NATO has provoked Russia. After
the collapse of the Soviet Union, NATO promised not to move further east. But NATO continues to expand
by breaking its promises, leaving only Ukraine now. Ukraine's accession to NATO would mean the
deployment of nuclear weapons by rival US-Western Europeans at Russia's doorstep. When such a
situation arose in 2014, Russia quickly annexed Crimea. Since last year, Russia has been pressuring Ukraine
to remain neutral. But Ukraine and the West are adamant about what was unacceptable to Russia. Russia
wants to overthrow the Western puppet government of Zelenskyy in Ukraine and establish its own puppet
government, and now wants to annex the Russian-speaking Donbas region to Russia.
NATO, an alliance of the US and Western Europeans, has always conspired to overthrow the Soviet Union
imperialist superpower and has finally succeeded. Russian imperialists, especially Putin, have never
forgotten this. Today, Russia is in dire need of a military superpower, its imperialist expansion, the biggest
obstacle being the US-Western Europe alliance. He has to break this barrier and move on. In contrast to
the US-Western European NATO bloc, the Russian-Chinese bloc also appears to be emerging. We know
that China is an economic superpower and an imperialist power. Russia is an imperialist power and a
military superpower. The alliance of the two is becoming the opposite alliance of the US-Western
European superpower. This is to redistribute the world. This distribution and redistribution happens
through imperialist warfare. It started in 1914 with the First World War. As a result of this war, the first
socialist country, Russia, was born in 1917. Then World War II 1939-45. Then a bunch of socialist countries
including China, Eastern Europe, Cuba, North Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia were born.
Mao Zedong said that either revolution will stop war or war will bring revolution. Today there is a
possibility of a third world war.
The people of Ukraine are predominantly Russian. The people of Russia call themselves big Russians, the
people of Ukraine small Russians and the people of Belarus white Russians. It can provoke ethnic conflict.
However, Nazi allies were also present in western Ukraine during World War II. During the socialist
collectivization in the Soviet Union in 1930-32, some coercion was imposed on the kulak or rich peasants.
Some of those Kulaks opposed the Soviets. In the 1980s, US imperialists, in collaboration with some of

these expatriates, wrote a new history of Ukraine, adding a genocide called Holodmor. To show that
during the collectivization of 1930-32, an artificial famine was created in Ukraine, and the Soviet Union,
led by Stalin, carried out genocide and killed millions of people. History has shown that food famines have
killed several hundred thousand people throughout the Soviet Union, but there has been no such thing as
Holodomor. Even if there are some excesses, it is not something that can be termed as Holodomor. This
is a heinous lie created by US imperialism. This gave birth to the Ukrainian neo-Nazis, who were again
white racists. For the past seven or eight years, they have perpetuated the horrors of racism and national
hatred in Ukraine. They are breaking the statues of Marx, Lenin and Stalin. But a separate country called
Ukraine was formed only through Lenin and Stalin. Fact is that most people in Ukraine fought against the
Nazis. Millions of Ukrainians fell victim to the German Nazi genocide. How did the neo-Nazis get born
there? Their center is Lviv, on the border with western Ukraine. These areas have changed hands
repeatedly through war, and there have been different areas of ethnic conflict. In fact, neo-Nazism is
fascism that can be born in any part of the world. Somewhere it clings to racism, somewhere it clings to
ultra-nationalism and somewhere it clings to religion-ism.
Russian aggression on the other hand. This is the imperialist expansion. Russian imperialism has raw
materials and huge countries and huge military power. Naturally he will expand. China has huge
manpower, technical strength and hugest capital. It is also expanding rapidly. The combination of these
two is giving birth to the anti-Western economic-military Eurasian imperialist superpower. Naturally,
China will now move towards occupying Taiwan.
The Covid 19 epidemic, which began in 2019, has so far killed six million people worldwide. It appears to
be the general crisis of capitalism. Whose current expression is war. The capitalist system is not free from
this crisis. Either capitalism has to leave the world or the world has to destroy itself. We know that 99%
of the world's people want the death of capitalism. The war frenzy of the neo-Nazi Zelensky in Ukraine is
not what the people of the world want. Not desirable US-Western Europe NATO-Russia-China aggression.
The people of the world want communism, a world without exploitation, and people are ready to fight for
it.
Communists around the world need to develop their own strengths. The people of their respective
countries must wake up against Western and Eastern all imperialism, capitalism and feudalism. For a new
world free from all exploitation.
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